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In the window manufacturing value stream, glass is shipped from different suppliers, and

various processes occur at the manufacturing facility to ship the windows to

distributors. Each manufacturing process parameter might lead to the potential risk for

window breakage which leads to increased costs. Our objective in this study is to optimize

process settings that decrease window breakage. During the manufacturing process,

we collect data from each step of the glass making process and explore features that might

impact glass quality. Using linear regression analysis, logistic regression analysis, and

optimization we provide an approach to predict the window breakage in stage I and

then optimize the manufacturing process settings in stage II to improve the process

and save the firm money with decreased breakage costs.
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Fig 2. Methodological Design
What analytical approach would allow a manufacturer to optimally set window process

settings to decrease breakage?

A glass manufacturing company has an average

opportunity cost of $100 for each broken window

order with 1𝑚2 of size. If the glass breaks easily,

we will have to pay out more refunds. Currently,

1 out of 16 windows break in the

manufacturing process. If we have 100 refunds

per month, this will decrease our profit by

$10,000! Thus, to maximize our profit we are

challenged to develop an analytics solution to set

process settings for the manufacturer to decrease

glass breakage.

Fig 3. Model Performance Statistic For Linear and Logistic Regression

Fig 1. Process Variables in Value Stream (source: SAS JMP Pro)
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We identified a design that allowed up to estimate the relationship of process

settings on breakage rate using parametric models (linear & logistic regression).

Then we formulated an optimization model where the predictive model served as the

objective function we were trying to minimize as shown in Fig 2.
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Table 1. Manufacturing Parameters

Fig 4. Optimized Parameter Settings

Table 2. Summary of Academic Literature
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